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**WSGA, WAA, 'Y' Elections Thursday**

Campsus officers will be elected tonight instead of as originally scheduled to accommodate the central nominating committee of the WYCA. This postponement was determined to be necessary because Meistersingers were unable to meet the deadline to hold their elections.

Those nominated for officers in the YWCA are: president-Robin Brown, junior camp rank; vice-president-Mary-Ann Steln, senior camp rank; and secretary-Terry Allred, junior camp rank.

Those nominated for officers in the YMCA are: president-Robin Blood, junior camp rank; vice-president-Joyce A. Jackson, senior camp rank, and secretary-Terry Allred, junior camp rank.

The list of candidates is: YWCA, Joyce A. Jackson, senior camp rank, and Mary-Ann Stelm, junior camp rank; YMCA, Robin Blood, junior camp rank, and Joyce A. Jackson, senior camp rank.

**WSGA, WAA, 'Y' Schedule**

Tuesday, May 12:
- 8:00-9:00-Toy Soldiers
- 6:30-7:30-Sailors

Wednesday, May 13:
- 4:30-6:00-Band Instruments
- 6:30-8:00-Maypole

Thursday, May 14:
- 4:30-5:30-Space Invaders
- 6:30-8:00-Toy Soldiers

Friday, May 15:
- 4:30-5:30-Space Invaders
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FRATERNITY ROW

Frosh and Sophs Now on Dean's List

The Dean has announced that the faculty at its meeting on April 18, voted to extend the Dean's List to include one or more frosh and sophomores in order to give recognition to pupils who trace over the title of one or two pages, or who are otherwise distinguished for their industriousness. The majority of his notes are the work of the students who have distinguished themselves in the various classes, and who are in the top quartile of their class.

If You Can’t—Don’t

We are approaching the busiest season of our student life, and it is in this season that we see the true colors of our fraternity. The members of the fraternity are those who are most active in the various activities and who are the first to volunteer their services. They are usually the ones who are the first to volunteer to do the dirty work, and they are usually the ones who are the first to volunteer to do the dirty work. They are usually the ones who are the first to volunteer to do the dirty work.

When our abilities are spread out among so many different activities, it is easy to see why we should cultivate a spirit of cooperation. When we are able to work together, we are able to do our best, and we are able to create an atmosphere of cooperation that is rich in spirit and wealth. Even in the cocoon hour to improve their talents.

With the help of the lecturer, we are able to develop a real enthusiasm for the subject, and we are able to develop a real enthusiasm for the subject, and we are able to develop a real enthusiasm for the subject, and we are able to develop a real enthusiasm for the subject, and we are able to develop a real enthusiasm for the subject.

The frustrated artists use the

Dance

The first dance of the semester will be held on May 6, at the Lebanon Country Club. The dance will be held at the Lebanon Country Club. New officers were elected on May 5.

SIGMA RHO LAMBDA

Informal initiation was held at the annual spring picnic. According to the informal initiation, the spring picnic was held on the last day of the week-end of the 15th. The fraternity will hold a cocktail party before the Junior Prom.

THERE'S NOTHING LIKE A DANCE

Better Brands of Merchandise

Dr. F. A. C. H. O. N. T.

Wherefore a Head Tax

by Spike Foreman

Lecture Notes

Did you ever stop to think of the different types of notes that people have in this world? Here are a few that you can see in the ledger halls of good U.C.

First there are the lookers who align to every word the lecturer utters. They enter the room, grab a board, and begin to take notes in order to be tested. Then Phil How, chairman of the fund, has found that the lecture notes are the only thing that matters. Then the little penguins are the only thing that matters.

There are the note takers who trace over the title of one or two pages and look for a financial, a financial, a financial, a financial, a financial, a financial, a financial, a financial, a financial, a financial, a financial, a financial, a financial.

You won’t have to look far, maybe as far as your own paper.

First Choice for a good variety of the Better Brands of Merchandise.

Paul N. Lutz, Manager

50 million times a day at home, at work or while at play
**College smokers know why changed America’s mind about filter cigarettes!**

**WINSTON TASTES GOOD!**

**LIKE A CIGARETTE SHOULD!**

**WINSTON brings flavor back to filter smoking!**

- It didn’t take long for word to get around campus! Winston’s got real flavor — the full, rich, tobacco flavor you want.
- No wonder so many college students are getting together on Winston! Along with finer flavor, Winston also brings you a finer filter. The exclusive Winston filtering works a sonic filtering that lets the flavor come right through to you. Easy-drawing — that’s Winston!**

---

**THE SUNISRU SWEEPSTAKES**

*Better known as The Termpaper Derby*

By Ismar Schorsch 77

Civilization had indeed progressed, far beyond perfection for which many dreamed of the year 2055. Just thinking about the impossibilities in which man proved a much more advancement for the human race than any other event of great significance occurred in that year. The invention of life unassailable advances had been the development of horse-racing. This sport of Kings had originated in the second century, but its roots are traceable to the two-dollar window and the college dormitory, a fabulously, exciting wonder that attracted masses of the college world.

The most famous of all the annual races was the Sunisru Sweepstakes, now the second most popular Sweepstakes at Illivillaggio. The Great Sweepstakes started on a bet that in 1492 Columbus would sail to the New World. This was a race that had held universal interest, and with all certainty would continue to grow. It was not a race in which one could be sure of winning against another, but one in which all thoroughbreds ran against the same horse, the imitable king of the Termpaper Derby.

Priority to the great event was secured by line up at the starting gate. This was once because over the years the breed had considerably changed. As the expert spectators examined the track they saw a white-robed horse, book-true History, the test-tube institute of International Education, turned thoroughbreds pawing the loose soil at their gates. They had been divided into their respective classes to await the start.

Within a few moments the jockeys, better known in racing circles as the Driving Profes, strode to the posts and started the field. Having examined the quality of the horses, the jockeys proceeded to course. Then, with the dazed time in which each class had been finished to the treatment of gunpowder, the competition, and the appropriately, feared.

As the thoroughbreds heard the announcements, a moan fell among them, for they knew what would be their fate. Within the allotted Time they had to overcome six percent obstacles to win the silver finish line successfully. Sente­d to the various kinds of spots along the grass box like traps as an ambush. In addition, the other works, last-minute rush, spring fever, and opposite sexes. All took their toll each year of the deterioration of many had fallen at early on. This was either a huge pile of a deep well-covered chasm! How would the foot concerning the performance of the footnotes and the beating of the speeding, churning thorough­breds, prevented. After they were finished, they carefully checked the footnotes of those who had finished before or with the hated villain.

Then considering the excellence of the footnotes and the beating of Time, the judges awarded to the best score. Of the year 2055. The prize money would be distributed to students who had contributed to the greatest good. If the time ran out, the race would have been cancelled.

After the race had begun, the Driving Profes strode through the Sweepstakes Track taking notes on foot concerning the performance of the speeding, churning thorough­breds. After time was up, the footnotes were finished. As the footnotes and the beating of the speeding, churning thorough­breds, prevented. After they were finished, they carefully checked the footnotes of those who had finished before or with the hated villain. Then considering the excellence of the footnotes and the beating of Time, the judges awarded to the best score. Of the year 2055. The prize money would be distributed to students who had contributed to the greatest good. If the time ran out, the race would have been cancelled.

When the violin at the board room of the school rang, the president entered. He was followed by the professors. Then, looking at the board, he said, "The President of the Sunisru Sweepstakes has asked us to announce the winner of the contest." Then, the president continued, "The winner of the Sunisru Sweepstakes is...

---

**THE URINUS WEEKLY**

**Mail Bag...**

By Emma Jane Haun Smith ’56

In opening the mail bag various members of the Weekly staff were overwhelmed by the great quantity and variety of material which forms the press. The majority of this has been culled—the most interesting, pertinent items, and those which the faculty members of the Ursinus campus with the guidance of Professors Franklin Institute. The reason—

The College of Franklin Institute gave its annual! The Colomnes Corporation of Franklin Institute had gathered all the necessary data. The Colomnes Corporation of Franklin Institute... 1492.

---

**Talkin’ Thru My Hat**

By Dick Brockbank ’57

Air planes, motorcycles, cars, and drones are at Ursinus College, could get aboard a plane and take off in the space of one. Furniture, everything invented thrashing machines! Machines, printing press; all are in the U.S., and that of course, except for the letter box, the Weekly office and ask any of the staff to show you the cen­ser mail bag.

---

**FLowers for Any Affair**

**PENNYPACKER & SON**

302 E. Main St.; Phone: 302

**BILLS** **WHITEY** WHITF.—Agent

Curtis Hall, 532

**EXPERT SHOE REPAIR SERVICE**

Lots of mice left in your old shoes—have them repaired at LEN’S SHOE REPAIR SHOP

*Opposite American Store* Made on the premises in Collegeville Also a line of NEW SHOES

**COLLEGEVILLE INN DINING ROOM**

Featuring Luncheons & Dinners

Open every day including Sunday. No party too small or too large.

Phone: 302 Main St.
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Net Chances Bright As 6 Girls Return

The prospects of the girls’ tennis team look bright for this season.

The team this Thursday with a varsity and junior varsity match at home against Swarthmore. The team with a 2-3 record last year, begins its eight match schedule which includes Swarthmore, West Chester, Rosemont, East Stroudsburg, Drexel, Bryn Mawr, Temple, and with Penn on May 30.

Coach Jim Zen has eight letters winners returning from last year’s varsity and JVayee. The singles players are Connie Cross, Captain, Ruth Heller and Sue Holmes. Doubles players are Jo Kuhn, who is playing with Connie Cross, Vicki Ackerman, and Ricky Baurer on 2nd Doubles.

The line-up will be bolstered this year by the addition of freshman Iris Ravuestie, from New York. Last summer Bess was the fifth ranking junior player in the Eastern States section and is a threat to capture the first singles position which is vacant from last spring’s team.

Other athletes are as follows: singles—Carol Edwards and Beverly Dewbre and doubles—June Dunes and Dot McKnight, Marylou Adan and Sue Justice, Rebel Mauney and Margaret Dukow, and Polly Taylor and Jo Kuhn. Last year the 3rd and 4th Doubles team and Pati Dandreae are managers.

Lacrosse Lessons At Ursinus Begin

Lacrosse instruction will be given for the first time this year. The Ursinus women’s team will play on an intercollegiate basis and as a club. The Belfast Girls’ Club’s game in Bryn Mawr is also giving lacrosse instruction this year.

Among the dates to be remembered by Lacrosse enthusiasts are April 17 when Bryn Mawr will have a play-day for skyls from 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. Ursinus will be hostess to Swarthmore High School for an exhibition game on Tuesday, April 16 at 7:30 on the lower hockey field.

Swarthmore is new in the Ursinus sports schedule and was played on an intercollegiate basis as well as a club. The Belfast Girls’ Club in Bryn Mawr is also giving lacrosse lessons.

At the Movies

Movies will be shown at the gymnasium every Saturday and 2:00 p.m. during the day. The movies are for the benefit of the Ursinus students.

Women’s Intramural Hockey

Intramurals are being played on Tuesday and Thursday and are open to any students.

The girls’ hockey team is practicing hard and will be ready for the first game of the season.

Social Events

Social events are being planned for the students and are open to any student who wishes to attend.

The Ursinus students are planning a party for the students and are open to any student who wishes to attend.

The Ursinus students are planning a party for the students and are open to any student who wishes to attend.

The Ursinus students are planning a party for the students and are open to any student who wishes to attend.
Single by Wins Hires First
For Bears, 3-2, Behind Slotter

by Jack Townsend '57

Gene Hires' tenth inning single was the key that unlocked the door to the victory over Ursinus. Gene crossed the plate on Dick Hause's sacrifice fly, giving the Bears a 3-2 lead. Slotter, on the other hand, was unable to hold the lead, and the Bears went on to win 3-2.

Bears Score Early

The Bears scored three runs in the second inning when Gene Hires drove in two runs. Hires smashed a double to center, scoring Dick Hause and Dick Ward. Slotter gave up a walk and a single to start the inning, but managed to recover and get three outs.

Ursinus

AB R H RBI
Zartman, 2b .... 3 1 1
Schumacher, ER, scoring star of the 1955 campaign. Schumacher has the speed, power, and experience to make a big impact on the team.

The schedule is as follows:

- May 4 — Beaver, home (2 games)
- May 7 — Cheltenham, home (JY game only)
- May 18 — Temple, away (2 games)

There are games to be scheduled with Girard, Drexel, and a Pittsburg league team.

We make your Campus Jackets
Order Now — Group Discounts

REICHMANS SPORTING GOODS
Norristown, Pa.

Dress Skirt Skirt Skirt
Suit Nylons
Blouse Suits

The SARA - LEE SHOP
26-50 Main St., Trappe

GRAND
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Student-Faculty Show Success; Campus Chest Raises $1175

The 1955 edition of the Student-Faculty Show was a success, raising a total of $1175 at the T-G Gym Friday evening. The show was sponsored by the Campus Chest Committee to raise funds for the 1955 annual Spring trip to Europe. Of the $1175 raised, the receipts from the venture bring the total fund to $1175.

Jim Bowers, who for the past year has been the organizer of ceremonies, was the student director of the show and was assisted by the faculty M.C.

The Ford brought the house down by auctioning in his initiation fraternity, Alpha Phi Chapter, Anthropology. The high bidder in the jacket (slightly moth eaten), Swedish flag by Economics 3, 4, and a strong's piad to be a Pettit handkerchief, were to be given away at the Ford's desk each year. A quart of milk from Symons' farm, and Ace Bailey's red bathrobe bearing "Ursinus" in black lettering, plus a sheaf of about one week old, netted $75.

The faculty's contribution to the motto of the evening was featured in Wilson's ring of French songs. Dr. Waverly might have been "Miss Five Plus," that fine musical order he founded. Wilson, Stagner, Wagner, Orren, Jones, Wilson, Coburn, and Bell Dillin gave out with whopping renditions. It was a "Jaws" that gave the most outstanding performance of the evening, the award would undoubtedly go to the Reverend Craig's rendition of the typewriter song, nothing short enough.

Each faculty year gave the faculty a dramatic presentation—this year, Stupid Textbooks, Inc. met the "Bomberger Hall Milords." Dr. Vest narrated. Mr. Parsons was the murderess, and Orren, Wilson, Stagner, Wagner and Jones played the terremites.

Bill Pull's comic furnished selections of lost development jazz, and student vocalists included Bunny Hackenbriick, Betty Gliemme, Bob Ogden, Eileen Conner and Johnny Hoover. Student dormitories were doctored by Bobby Hunt and June Muey, quaint—Les Souvin, Diane, Arne, Jane Davis, Marilyn Wolch, and Eileen Conner, accompanied by Barbara Athishine, and the maie quartet—George Aucott, Tom Kerr, Fred Schoner and Robert Dohmendok. Hal Mings, Raymond Dietdum, and Ed Eddins did instrumental solos.

In the dancing spotlight was the Ursinus chorus line (Robin, Jane, Billie, Marilyn, Carol, Joan, Mary Jo, and Barbi), with Diane Arze and Harvey Levin doing the mambo.

The Campus Chest Committee would like to thank everyone who, in every way, helped in the raising of money for the Special credit hours. There would be $300 for the A.P.E. fraternity for the popularity contest, $300 to Eriee, Phil, Dick, Bill, and Noble for being such good sports in the daily "Cover Traveller," and $300 to the faculty for sponsoring "Masque and".

Barbara Wagner FTA President

FTA officers for next year were elected at the regular meeting on Tuesday, April 12. Those elected were: president, Barbara Wagner; vice-president, Haiid Olafsson; treasurer, Mary Lou Adam; and assistant treasurer, Amy Schick.

Highlighting the meeting was a talk by Miss Anna P. Hess. A Phila- delphia elementary school teacher, who taught in England for a year as a Fulbright exchange teacher. Miss Hess taught in a slim-clean- ing section in Birmingham, Eng- land. Here she taught American history, literature and poetry. She introduced several innovations, such as the first Christmas tree in the school and the first decorated worksheets.

Miss Hess showed the group some of her slides from the British Isles, including the Shakespeare Memorial, May Day in York and World Gardens, and from the countries of France, Holland and Belgium.

AMERICAN WINS FELLOWSHIP

John R. Manning has been awarded a fellowship in Physics at the University of Illinois for 1955-56, according to an announcement just made by the Graduate College at the University. The 203 fellowship winners named were selected from more than 2500 students on a basis of scholarship, ability, and promise.

John graduated with valedictory honors. He is son of Professor and Mrs. Frank Manning of the Ursinus School and the first decorated student of 1953. He is professor of and Mrs. Frank Manning of the Ursinus School and the first decorated student of

Dr. M. Oppenheimer Highlights Temple Medical School

Dr. Morten Oppenheimer, professor of physiology and Dr. Thomas Hinde, assistant dean of the Temple University Medical School addressed the regular meeting of the Brownback-Anders Pre-Medical Society last Monday evening. Dr. Dick Speakey, first emphasized the teaching system at Temple and the importance of a liberal education. He pointed out that it is becoming exceedingly more important for physicians to be well provided in- dividuals, as well as exact scien- tists.

Dr. Oppenheimer spoke briefly on the necessity for gaining a broad scientific education. By illustrating the nature of many of the new technological advances in the medi- cal profession, he showed that without a thorough background in physics, chemistry, and biology the physician will be unable to under- stand the principles of the com- plex machines which he will be forced to operate.

Dr. Wickers, dean of the Albany Medical School, will address the society tonight. He is making a special trip to Albany to speak to the group and all members are urged to be present. All members of the society who plan to attend the dinner-dance on May 7 are requested and required to turn in $8.50 tonight to the treasurer.

ALUMNI WINS FELLOWSHIP

The 1955-56 fellowship will be awarded to Barry A. W. Wallace, a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania in 1954. Barry will have the privilege of studying in England as a fellow in English literature at the University of Cambridge.

Summer School

July 5, August 26

The Ursinus College Summer Session in 1955 will open on Tues- day, July 5, and continue for eight weeks through Friday, August 26. A student may enroll for a maximum of nine semester hours. The comprehensive audited program, which begins with 9 a.m. and ends at 4 p.m., is divided into four two-week summer sessions. Students in the College should return the request card to the Dean's Office before May 1. They will be asked to bring to the Dean's Office a course of study sheet and to register with their advisors and to fill out registration forms.

If the enrollment warrants it, the following courses will be offered:

Mathematics: Algebra I, II, Geometry, I, II; Chemistry: 3-4, 5, 6; English: 1-3, 4-6; French: 1-3, 4; German: 1-3, 4; History: 1, 2; Indian Languages: Shoshone; Italian: 1, 2; Latin: 1, 2; Music: 1, 2; Philosophy: 1, 2; Physics: 1, 2; Physical Education: 1, 2; Political Science: 1, 2; Psychology: 1, 2; Spanish: 1, 2; Speech: 1, 2; Spanish: 3, 4; Sociology: 1, 2; Statistics: 1, 2; World History: 1, 2.

For the new catalogue of the courses and their respective credit hours.

Editorial Staff Elected

College Council Elected

Brookshank, a business adminis- tration major, a member of Big Phi, Alpha Phi Omega, and Chi Alpha.

The Ford, a member of the "Y" and a member of Alpha Sigma Nu, is a member of the Debate Club, the Phi Sigma Pi Club, the Curtin Club, Women's Senate, and Baby Education Committee.

Circulation Manager and Business Manager of the "Y", is a member of the Debate Club, the Phi Sigma Pi Club, the Curtin Club, Women's Senate, and Baby Education Committee.

Circulation Manager and Business Manager of the "Y", is a member of the Debate Club, the Phi Sigma Pi Club, the Curtin Club, Women's Senate, and Baby Education Committee.

Circulation Manager and Business Manager of the "Y", is a member of the Debate Club, the Phi Sigma Pi Club, the Curtin Club, Women's Senate, and Baby Education Committee.

Circulation Manager and Business Manager of the "Y", is a member of the Debate Club, the Phi Sigma Pi Club, the Curtin Club, Women's Senate, and Baby Education Committee.